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MONDAY: 
INFORMATION IN 
AMERICAN 
DEMOCRACY



TODAY: WHERE 
JOURNALISM CAME 
FROM



FRIDAY: A LITTLE 
MORE HISTORY, 
THEN KEY PLAYERS 
IN JOURNALISM



PRE-PRINTING PRESS

Written material rare

Highly elite

Role of monasteries

Illuminated manuscripts



PRE-PRINTING PRESS

‘News’ flow was very limited

•Oral accounts
•Personal letters
•Clergy

No periodicals

No postal service

Limited transportation

Government/church control

Most people couldn’t read anyway



PRINTING PRESS

Johannes Gutenberg,

~1440

printing with moveable 
type

Image  credit:  Pamela  E.  Mack



PRINTING PROCESS

Image  credit:  Colonial  Williamsburg



IMPLICATIONS OF THE PRESS

Martin Luther
95 Theses (1517)

Translation of Bible into 
German (1534)

Response by Church, states

"95Thesen2390" by Fewskulchor. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0



BRITAIN, 1600-1700

Licensing Order of 1643

John Milton, Areopagitica, 1644

Bill of Rights (British), 1689



ALONGSIDE LEGAL CHANGES:

Economy: Rise of 
capitalism and markets

Infrastructure

Politics

Image:  Sir  Walter  Gilbey’s Early  Carriages  and  Roads (London:  Vinton  &  Co.,  1903,  page  56).



THE BUSINESS OF PRINTING

No “reporters”… printers did it all: wrote, edited, 
corresponded, laid the type, solicited ads, etc.

Many were government printers (some were also 
postmasters)

Contents

-mercantile information

-letters from people traveling

-reprints from other outlets

-private journals & pamphlets 





MEDIA/PUBLIC CULTURE OF THE 1700S

“Private journals”

Printers

‘Coffeehouse’ culture / ‘Salon’ culture

“Public sphere”





THE PRESS & AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE

The Stamp Act, 1765

“taxation without representation”

Printed materials of all kinds 

must have a royal stamp

à legal documents, pamphlets, educational material, 
economic material, etc.



EARLY AMERICAN SUPPORT FOR PRESS

Conception of citizenship and democracy

Constitutional protection

Postal subsidies

•Postal Service Act, 1792
• 8700 people, 75% of all federal workers (1831) 
•Supported newspapers

Education and literacy

•major commitment, involvement of the 
Founders
• land grants



BY EARLY 1800S…

Growth of printing explodes after Revolution

U.S. has more newspapers per capita than anywhere 
else

Highest literacy rates in the world

• less than 10% “signature illiteracy” by 1790
• and closing gap between men and women



THE PARTISAN PRESS

(1820-1890)

It was not that the press turned 
partisan

Rather: parties and the press 
evolved together

Image: http://www.presidentbenjaminharrison.org/learn/exhibits/past-exhibits/19-learn/exhibits/past-exhibits/58-campaigns-through-the-centuries



Image: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wide_Awakes



NEWSPAPERS AS PARTY TOOLS

Newspapers were primary party tools:

• Informing public of party platforms
•Urging support of party & policies
•Turning out the vote

So what is in the news?:

•Opinion/boosterism
•Criticism of opponents
• Information about how to participate



THE NEW YORK SUN

Published by Benjamin Day 
starting in 1833

No political backing or platform

Innovated by writing about crimes, 
personal events and “human 
interest” subjects (not only 
economics, politics, world events)



MASS CIRCULATION PRESS

The “penny” press

1830s –

Technological innovation

Appealed to middle/working classes

Advertiser support

Profit motive

Sensationalism



1890 – YELLOW JOURNALISM

Apotheosis of sensationalism

Massive headlines, questionable veracity

Huge profits 



THE PROGRESSIVE ERA

1890s-1920s

Widespread social and political reforms

In response to: 

Gilded Age, economic inequality

“Machine” politics

Patronage

Corruption



REFORM IN JOURNALISM

Sense that journalism should explore and reveal 
corruption, malfeasance

The watchdog role

Adversarial journalism

Muckraking



NELLIE BLY
Got a job at the New York World 
(Pulitzer)

Investigation of the Women’s Lunatic 
Asylum (undercover)

Ten Days in a Mad-House (1887)

Resulted in greater funding for 
treatment of mental illness and 
reforms to diagnoses and treatment



IDA B. WELLS
Campaigner for women’s rights, racial 
equality

Personal experiences with racial 
violence

“Southern Horrors: Lynch Law in All 
its Phases” (1892)

Economic theory of lynching

Solutions 



IDA B. WELLS

“The people must know before they can act, and 
there is no educator to compare with the press.



UPTON SINCLAIR

The Jungle (1906)

Working conditions of 
meatpacking industry

Early reforms of food safety

“I aimed at the public’s heart, 
and by accident I hit it in the 
stomach.”



PROGRESSIVE ERA & THE BIRTH OF 
‘MODERN’ JOURNALISM

With increasing influence and power, 
a need for training, professionalism, 
accountability

Establishment of:

norms and practices &
official journalism schools

(UW-Madison J School, 1904)


